One of the most striking aspects of the Langlands Program is the conjectural relation between harmonic analysis and number theory. The proof of a conjecture of Langlands given in 19] shows that determining the poles of certain (conjectural) Langlands L-functions is equivalent to determining the non-discrete tempered spectrum of reductive p-adic groups. The theory of endoscopy 15] and twisted endoscopy 12,13] has proved particularly useful in giving a context within which to explore these problems, at least for classical groups (see the introduction and Section 3 of 20]).
eventually determine the non-discrete tempered spectrum of these groups, and the second is to remove a gap which existed in the proof of Theorems 7.8 and 8.1 of 21]. The nal results of the present paper, Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.9, while having similar main (regular) term R G ; have a di erent, and more complicated singular contribution than the singular terms given in Theorems 7.8 and 8.1 of 21].
However, in Proposition 5.2 of the present paper, we manage to relate the singular terms from the two di erent versions to each other (see Remark 4.11) . The reader of 21] must therefore consider Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.9 of the present paper as correct versions of Theorems 7.8 and 8.1 of 21] and it is most e cient if Sections 4 and 5 of the present paper are substituted for Sections 6-9 of 21]. Sections 1-5 of 21], which were the main motivation for this whole project, are precise and correct.
We are indebted to Robert Kottwitz for noticing this gap in an earlier version of the present paper and consequently in 21].
To explain our results, let G be a symplectic group or a quasi-split special orthogonal group of rank m de ned over a p-adic eld F of characteristic zero. Let and 0 be discrete series representations of G(F) and GL n (F); respectively.
We denote by e G either the symplectic or the quasi-split orthogonal group of rank m + n (with the same Witt rank and discriminant as G in the orthogonal case).
Let I( 0 ) be the representation of e G(F) unitarily induced from the F-points of the parabolic subgroup whose Levi component is isomorphic to GL n G: The reducibility of I( 0 ) is governed by the residue of the standard intertwining operator A(s; 0 ; w 0 ) (cf. Section 2), at s = 0:
Suppose n is even and W n is the standard anti-diagonal matrix with respect to which one de nes the symplectic or split even orthogonal group of rank n=2:
We let " : GL n ?! GL n be the automorphism given by "(g) = W n t g ?1 W ?1 n : In the symplectic case, " = ; and in the orthogonal case " = ; where these automorphisms are de ned in 21]. When one attempts to compute the residue of A(s; 0 ; w 0 ); one is led to consider a correspondence between certain "-conjugacy classes of GL n (F) and conjugacy classes of G(F) (see equation (2.5) and Section 3). We call this the "-norm correspondence. By Lemma 3.11 and Corollary 3.13, the norm correspondence is surjective whenever n 2m: If n < 2m; then the image of the correspondence contains no regular elliptic conjugacy classes. We show that the norm correspondence that we de ne agrees, up to a sign, with the norm map de ned by Kottwitz and Shelstad on the set of strongly "-regular conjugacy classes (cf. Lemma 3.18). That is, if n = 2m; and Y is a strongly "-regular element of GL n (F); then, at least for almost all Y; the norm exhausts all those G(F) conjugacy classes which are GL n (F) conjugate to ?Y "(Y ): Since the norm correspondence has nite bers (cf. Lemma 3.11, Corollary 3.13, and Lemma 4.7) we let A denote its one to nite inverse, extended by the non-square central elements (cf. Section 4). It agrees with the image map A G=GL n of 12] from semisimple conjugacy classes in G(F) to "-semisimple "-conjugacy classes in GL n (F) : We restrict ourselves to the case where both and 0 are supercuspidal. There are two terms that appear in the residue of A(s; 0 ; w 0 ): The rst we call the regular or main term, and is that associated to the regular elliptic conjugacy classes in G(F): If n < 2m then this term does not occur. Suppose that f is a matrix coe cient of and f 0 2 C 1 c (GL n (F)) de nes a matrix coe cient of 0 where the sum is over the conjugacy classes of elliptic tori in G(`); with 2`= min(n; 2m); " and denote "-twisted and ordinary orbital integrals, respectively, (T i ) is the measure of T i = T i (F); and D( ) is the usual discriminant of Harish- Chandra 9] . In fact, we should be more precise and say that " (A(f g);f 0 ) = X f 0 g2A(f g) " (f 0 g;f 0 ) (f g;f 0 g); where (f g;f 0 g); is a transfer factor given in Section 4.
The singular term is more complicated and given as a limit and at only one of these pairs.
The term R G can be easily expressed as a pairing between the character of and the " {twisted character of 0 (Section 5). Its non-vanishing will then be the reason to call 0 the \ " {twisted endoscopic transfer" of (De nition 5.1). When n 2m; the non-vanishing of R G must be equivalent to the existence of a pole at s = 0 for the Rankin-Selberg product L {function L(s; 0 ) de ned in 19].
On the other hand, if 0 comes from SO n+1 (F) by twisted endoscopy as de ned in 20] and R G 0 which we expect to be the case for any 0 as such, then R sing 6 0 (Proposition 5.2). Thus, R sing 0 must imply that 0 comes from SO n (F) (cf 20]). Consequently, the two terms R G and R sing pretty much separate the poles of the two L -functions L(s; 0 ) and L(s; 0 ;^2 n ); respectively.
When n < 2m; R G 0; and therefore R sing controls the poles of both L { functions and distinguishing them requires further analysis. But in all cases we have the following weaker result (Proposition 5. and k an anisotropic form of dimension k: In the symplectic case we take J 2r = u 2r : For X 2 M n (F); we let e (X) = w n t Xw ? . . 4] ). If r is the adjoint representation of L M on L n; then r = r 1 r 2 ; where r 2 =^2 n ; with n the standard representation of GL n (C ) , and r 1 is the tensor product of n with the standard representation of the L-group of G(m):
Moreover, the labeling of these representations as r 1 Making this substitution, we rewrite (2.4) as (2.5)
x3 The norm correspondence and its consequences. In this section, we study the properties of the map (X; Y ) 7 Thus, the orbits fXg 2 GL n (F)nM n 2m (F) parameterize the "-conjugacy classes for which (2.1) has an F-rational solution. Now suppose that fXg 2 GL n (F)nM n 2m (F) parameterizes fY ?1 Now suppose that J 2r is symplectic. Then we repeat the above argument with S _ = u n t Su n = ? e (S); to get the result of the lemma. On the other hand, if Y is -semisimple, then there is an h 2 Sp 2n (F) with Y 1 = hY h ?1 = diagfa 1 ; : : : ; a n g: Then Y 1 + e (Y 1 ) = diagfa 1 + a n ; a 2 + a n?1 ; : : : ; a 1 + a n g Let i = p ?1; and X 1 = i diagfa 1 + a n ; a 2 + a n?1 : : : ; a n=2 + a n=2+1 ; 1; : : : ; 1g:
Then X 0 1 = ?idiagf1;:::;1;a n=2 + a n=2+1 ; : : : ; a 1 + a n g: Therefore, X 1 X 0 We can now state the nal result of this section. This will allow us to determine the residues of the intertwining operator given in (2.5) via the theory of twisted endoscopy. Remark. The appearance of the minus sign in (b) appears somewhat incongruous with the results of 21]. However, this will not a ect the location of the poles of the intertwining operator, because it will only have the a ect of multiplying the residue by a scalar, namely !(?1); where ! is the central character of : However, the sign may be of some arithmetic signi cance, and this question should be addressed in the future.
x4 The poles of Intertwining Operators. We return now to the computation of the poles of the intertwining operator A(s; 0 ; w 0 ); discussed in Section 2. We will use the results of Section 3 to determine the residues of these integrals. We begin with the following proposition. Proof. We will prove the lemma when X = I: The convergence of e (s; Z) can be proved the same way. We may assume L (therefore e Continuing with our study of the case n < 2m; we notice that again almost all of the " {conjugacy classes in N can be parameterized by regular semisimple conjugacy classes in C _ or by regular semisimple conjugacy classes in G(n=2): More precisely, for G = SO J ; we set X 1 = ( 0 n j I n 0 n j ) ; with j = (2m ? x5. The connection with twisted endoscopy and L {functions. We now show how the results from Section 4 can be related to the theory of twisted endoscopy and L {functions. Let be the distribution character of : By the work of Harish-Chandra, 9 , 10], we know that is given by a locally integrable function, which we also denote by : From 11] , and 6], we can choose a matrix coe cient f for such that ( ; f ) = ( ); for all regular semisimple 2 G: The matrix coe cient f is then called a pseudo-coe cient.
Since 0 ' e 0 ' ( 0 ) " ; we see that 0 extends to a representation of the disconnected group GL n (F)nf1; "g: This comes from xing an equivalence 0 (") between 0 and ( 0 ) " : The "-twisted distribution character of 0 is de ned by We must now study the singular contributions, and we therefore continue with our assumption n 2m and let Our goal in what follows is to separate out the poles coming from the two L { functions L(s; 0 ) and L(s; 0 ;^2 n ) by means of the non-vanishing of R G and R sing ; respectively, when n 2m:
By Lemma 4.5, R sing (f ; f 0 ) = 0 if and only if the process of taking the residue and integration can be interchanged. On the other hand, the theory of L {functions discussed earlier demands the existence of poles coming from those of L(s; 0 ;^2 n ) at s = 0: Such poles depend on 0 alone, and cannot be re ected in the nonvanishing of R G : Consequently, one must expect R sing 6 = 0 in general, as we will discuss below. Therefore, the fact that interchanging the process of taking the residue at s = 0 and integration must be checked is not just an analytic impediment, but rather a fact which re ects deep arithmetic connections which govern the problem. When n < 2m; the term R G = 0; and therefore the control of the poles of both L {functions lies within R sing which now constitutes the whole residue. Further analysis of the term R sing is now necessary to distinguish the two L {functions.
We conclude the paper by stating a result about L(s; 0 ) for any even n and any m with no further assumption on the relation between and 0 : We may, and will, assume that 0 ' e 0 : Proposition 5.3. 
